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The clean sand had been raked smooth before the two opponents stepped 

into the ritual combat circle. The pair faced one another, each staring into the 

other’s eyes in the hope of finding weakness there.  

They found none. 

Both men wore simple leather armour, and were armed with only a single 

long bladed sword. They bowed as protocol demanded, then drew their weapon 

and assumed a fighting stance; knees slightly bent, one leg before the other with 

the sword grasped firmly in both hands. They were ready to begin their bout, 

and judging by the crowd of students that had formed to watch them it was a 

highly anticipated one. 

Palan held his opponent Avraan’s gaze, and waited. 

The Weapon-master’s clapped his hands together. The combat had begun. 

Sword fighting came as naturally to Palan as did breathing, his technique 

was highly polished. The years of training had developed his stamina and speed 

but Avraan was the school’s most decorated student. Palan could not afford to 

take the man lightly. 

Their swords met twice as the two combatants struggled to position 

themselves with the sun at their backs. Palan gave several paces of ground, and 

his opponent charged. Their blades clashed several times as Palan tried to fend 

off the blistering onslaught. Avraan’s skill with the blade was prodigious. It was 

all he could do to keep the attacks at bay. The assault continued, and eventually 
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Palan was forced to spin away. He had no choice but to concede the better 

position to the other man. 

The gathered crowd applauded. Palan could not fault their praise. 

Over the years Palan had plenty of opportunity to study Avraan’s style. It 

was heavily reliant on offense which was ideally suited to the man’s strength 

and speed, but it meant that his defensive skills were not as well-honed as they 

might have been. Palan realised that he needed to be more aggressive if he was 

to win this bout. With this in mind he stepped forward, his sword arcing toward 

Avraan’s head. The blow was blocked, but Palan reversed his swing, managing 

to slide the blade into the gap between Avraan’s sword and shoulder. 

Avraan deftly stepped to the side as Palan’s blade glanced off the tough 

leather armour. 

That didn’t work. 

Palan then stepped back, hoping to draw Avraan towards him. His 

opponent obliged, and he struck low. Once more his blade was intercepted but 

this time Palan followed through with his body. He rolled to the ground under 

his opponent’s feet. 

Avraan was knocked to the ground. Palan quickly jumped upright, his 

blade held out toward his prone opponent. He took a few steps back, and 

waited. 

The crowd was silent while Avraan regained his footing. 
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“You won’t get lucky twice, half-caste!” Avraan said. He spat at Palan’s 

feet, and once more assumed the fighting stance. 

Palan smiled, he had nothing to lose by being defeated while Avraan had 

his reputation to protect. He knew that duels are won with the mind as well as 

the blade. 

After several furious exchanges Palan knew he was starting to tire. His 

reactions slowed, which allowed Avraan to take control of the fight.  

Avraan aimed a blow high. Palan raised his arm to ward off the strike. 

But Avraan had clearly anticipated the move, and changed his swing mid-flight. 

The blade moved instead into a sweeping cut aimed at Palan’s unprotected legs. 

Palan barely managed to leap over the blade as it passed under his guard. His 

desperate leap turned what would have been a crippling strike into a glancing 

blow, but it allowed Avraan to get behind him. 

The crowd cheered at the move, none of them seemed to notice the blood 

that now flowed freely from Palan’s right leg. 

Avraan loomed behind Palan, his victory all but assured. He held his 

sword in an overhead chop, and brought it down hard toward Palan’s head. 

Palan dropped to one knee. He raised his sword crossways above and behind his 

head. Avraan’s sword struck hard steel instead of soft flesh. Palan barely 

maintained his grip as he angled his opponent’s blade down and to his left. 

Avraan, who was unprepared for the defensive move, overbalanced.  
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Palan then reached behind, grabbed a fistful of Avraan’s armour, and 

pulled him forward, over his shoulder to land flat on his back.  

With the wind knocked out of him, Avraan gasped for breath.  

Before he could recover, Palan brought his sword around, and held it 

against Avraan’s throat. 

The Weapon-master clapped again.  

The bout was over. Palan had won. 


